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Introduction

SNEAKER LAW

“We try to evolve with each shoe. We
try to make it even better... it’s always
about evolution.”

Sneakers.What do they mean to you? If you are a sneakerhead
like us, sneakers mean more than you can articulate. Sneakers
are not only an extension of yourself; they are a rite of passage.
Sneakers are a common language. No matter your age, gender,
race, ethnicity, religion, or sexuality, all sneakerheads have a
common bond: our love and passion for sneakers. Even if you
do not consider yourself a sneakerhead, sneakers still play a
key role in your everyday life. After all, where would you be
without the rubber soles beneath your feet as you carry out
your days?

Like humans, sneakers have evolved over time. The concept
of the sneaker and its surrounding culture, including its diversity, technology, creativity, marketing, and imagination, have
made significant strides.The Converse Chuck Taylor All Star,
released in 1917, was the first basketball sneaker ever made.
At the time, the Chuck Taylor was radical and unprecedented
in its style, design, and technology; it featured a high-top,
single-piece back that wrapped around the ankle for support.
The Chuck Taylor was an instant commercial success and has
since sold more than a billion pairs worldwide, revolutionizing
the sneaker business.

The Converse Chuck Taylor All Star and the adidas YEEZY
Boost 350 V2, although only grains of sand on a beach of
important sneakers, are both prime examples of the timelessness of sneakers.Throughout history, sneakers have remained
relevant and constant, and we believe they always will.

Flash forward to today: radical, unprecedented sneakers continue to define the industry.The adidasYEEZY Boost 350 V2,
released in February 2017, a hundred years after the Chuck
Taylor, has a flexible woven Primeknit upper and ultra-cushiony BOOST midsole. The 350 has sold millions of pairs and
continues to be released in a myriad of colorways.Who knows
how many pairs will be sold over the next hundred years,
but the 350 is undoubtedly one of the most highly regarded
sneakers of the century.

—KOBE BRYANT
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Introduction

Like sneaker style, design, and technology,
the business of sneakers has also evolved. The
sneaker business began many years ago to create
a functional product that provided support
and comfort to help people get through their
daily lives. Today, it comprises an assortment of
business and legal areas that expand well beyond
support, comfort, style, design, and technology.
This massive and ever-growing world is shaped
by designers, developers, manufacturers,
business owners, retailers, entrepreneurs,
lawyers, resellers, marketers, analysts,
sneakerheads, everyday consumers, and many,
many others. By 2025, the sneaker business is
expected to be a $95 billion industry.

Prior to now, no single book
has explained all areas of the
sneaker business in a friendly and
understandable way.
Enter SNEAKER LAW.
4
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Introduction

WHAT IS
SNEAKER
LAW?

Sneaker Law is all you need to know about the sneaker
business.

As of 2020, the US footwear industry rakes in over $90
billion annually, mainly from millennial consumers. The
average sneaker enthusiast spends a considerable portion
of their disposable income on sneakers. Most do this
knowing very little about the business. Isn’t that shocking?
We think so!
Knowing this staggering information, we decided to write
this book. Through Sneaker Law, we hope to educate
and empower our readers so they can have a more
meaningful understanding of exactly what goes into the
sneaker business.We’ve taken all of our legal and business
experience, research and passion, and of course undying
love for sneakers, and bundled it all into Sneaker Law: All
You Need to Know about the Sneaker Business. We’ve
packed our book with information you’ll need to structure
and fire up your own sneaker business, if that’s your goal.
If your dream is to design the next iconic sneaker, we’ve
laid out your options for getting started. But we’re not just
writing this for sneakerhead entrepreneurs or future Tinker
Hatfields. Whether you are a collector, designer, aspiring
business owner, brand, reseller, law student, lawyer, or just
someone who is curious about sneakers, we will explain to
you the latest business trends, legalities, and practices that
shape this rapidly growing and highly lucrative industry.
We hope this book not only teaches you but also inspires
you to gain a more profound understanding of everything
that makes sneakers so influential and fundamental to our
everyday lives.

Kenneth & Jared at Harvard Law School
- January 2020
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We are not just lawyers; we are true sneakerheads.
Even though we may be some years apart in age, our
combined experience, knowledge, and passion for
sneakers and the sneaker industry is extensive.What’s
more, we are true friends, and Sneaker Law is turning
our childhood dreams into reality. Here’s a little bit
more about us.

Kenneth Anand
I have been doodling on my Converse Chuck Taylors and
scuffing my Nike Air Delta Forces since the mid-1980s. In
1990, I convinced my parents to buy my first pair of Jordans—
the white, grape-ice, and teal Air Jordan V, which I cleaned
daily with a toothbrush and believed made me jump higher.
My love for Jordans turned into an obsession for Air Maxes and Dunks. With the sneakers came a similar obsession
for hip-hop music and music production, which I studied
relentlessly. In college at Virginia Tech, I paired a minor in
Computers and Music with a Communications major.

After graduating from Brooklyn Law School in 2002, I practiced law at New York City firms for over fifteen years, advising hundreds of companies, executives and entrepreneurs in
employment, intellectual property and entertainment matters,
including everything from federal court litigation to contract
negotiations.
In 2017, I decided to make a shift, and left law firm life to
become General Counsel & Head of Business Development
at YEEZY Apparel, Kanye West’s sneaker and fashion house.
My career had finally come full circle; I had found a job that
would blend together my love for sneakers, fashion, and music.
Working for Kanye inspired me to continue to chase my dreams,
going back to school and obtaining my Executive MBA so that
I could supplement my legal training with a primer in business.

After trying to shop my beats to rappers and major record
labels with little success, I applied to law school in 1999 with
the goal of helping creatives protect their intellectual property
rights. By that time, I had more streetwear gear and pairs of
kicks than I could keep in my tiny Brooklyn studio apartment.
In fact, after I met my wife in law school, got married, and Today, I am one of the co-founders of 3 8 0 Group, a
moved to her apartment in Brooklyn Heights, I had to get fashion licensing company specializing in the manurid of half my sneaker collection just so we could share two facture and distribution of premium apparel, footwear
small closets. Now that’s true love!
and accessories. At 3 8 0, I continue my lifelong work of

helping creatives as a leading business and legal expert
and regularly lecture on topics involving sneakers and
fashion.
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Jared Goldstein
When I was ten years old and in the third grade, I heard “Air
Force Ones” by Nelly on the radio. The song immediately
resonated with me, so I asked my mom if she could buy
me a pair for my birthday. Before I knew it, I had multiple
pairs of Air Force 1s, along with Jordans, Iversons, T-Macs,
and many other sneakers. Sneakers became my obsession,
ruling my life along with hip-hop, fashion, streetwear, and
basketball. As far back as I can remember, I read Complex,
Vibe, Sole Collector, Slam, and other magazines on a daily
basis. I couldn’t get enough. The culture became my lifestyle—and still is to this day.
In 2012, while in college at the University of Central Florida,
I was fortunate enough to turn my passion for sneakers into
a business. At first, I was lucky enough to cop two pairs of
Nike AirYeezy 2s and decided to flip them for a sizable profit.
From that point on, I knew that reselling sneakers could be
a good way to make money on a consistent basis. I went on
to build a strong sneaker resale business and learned a great
deal about the business of sneakers along the way.
After graduating from college in 2014, I moved to New
York to attend Brooklyn Law School. While there, I began
searching for a way to fuse my love of sneakers with the law.
I researched legal areas in connection with sneakers, but did
not find much. Thus, after joining Brooklyn Law Review, I
knew that I had to write my note about sneakers—and I ended up writing more than forty pages about the lack of legal
protection for sneaker designs. I thought my note was fire,
but the executive board must’ve felt differently and chose
not to publish it.That only motivated me to get my note out
to the world through a different medium.

A short time later, I landed a legal internship at Complex
Media, Inc. As I mentioned earlier, I’d read Complex magazine as a kid, and was always an enormous fan, so working
for the company was a dream come true. Not only did I
gain invaluable legal skills and experience, I was also able
to rock kicks to work every day instead of a suit and tie like
most legal jobs! One day, I thought of using Complex as a
platform to get my law review note out to the world. I pitched
the idea to the head sneakers editor; he loved it and gave the
green light for me to condense and publish it as a Complex
article. I went on to write two additional published articles
for Complex related to legal issues applied to sneakers.
After interning at Complex for almost half of my law school
career, I graduated and joined Undertone, an ad-tech and
media company, where I would become the sole in-house
legal counsel. At Undertone, among other things, I negotiated various agreements related to advertising, technology,
data, privacy, intellectual property, and other areas. I also
ensured company compliance with privacy and data protection laws. After Undertone, I joined LiveIntent, an ad-tech,
marketing, and media company, as the sole in-house legal
counsel, where I continue to handle business and legal matters related to advertising, marketing, and technology. I have
also represented various clients in the entertainment, music,
and fashion industries. Most importantly, at both Undertone
and LiveIntent, I still rock sneakers to work!

What Will You
Get Out of
This Book?

Crazily enough, without those Complex articles, it
is quite possible that Sneaker Law wouldn’t exist.
Kenneth read the articles and reached out to me on
LinkedIn. We ended up meeting, shared our love for
sneakers, and became good friends. A short time after,
we came up with Sneaker Law. Now, we’re here!

Now that you know more about us, here is an
overview of what you will find in this book:
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History of the Sneaker Business
Consider this chapter Sneakers 101; here, we
discuss the history of the sneaker business, some
influential sneaker companies, major sneaker
deals, and specific sneakers we feel have changed
the game. After you read this chapter, you will
have the sneaker basics mastered.

Licensing & Collaborations
In this chapter, we explore the world of sneaker
licensing, including how your favorite sneaker
collaboration deals are put together, and what
we consider some of the most famous collabs in
the history of sneakers. If you want to know what
goes on behind the scenes of some of the biggest
deals in sneakers, read this chapter!

2
6

Starting Your Own Business
In this chapter, we cover all you need to know in
order to start your own sneaker business. First, we
discuss entity formation and how to decide which
entity type is right for your company. Next, we dive
into branding, the essentials of intellectual property,
and how to apply for a copyright and a trademark.
Finally, we discuss how to hire employees so that
your business can grow properly.

Marketing
Don’t believe the hype! In chapter 6, we cover how
sneakers are marketed and promoted. After this
chapter, you will understand the most common
techniques used by sneaker companies to make
their products sell. From global ad campaigns, viral
social media posts, to billion-dollar endorsement
deals—it is all here!

3
7

Design
In this chapter, we take an in-depth look at the
design process, including what sneaker designers
do, the most influential designers in the sneaker
game today, and how you can become a sneaker
designer. Anyone who’s interested in sneaker design will benefit from the wealth of information
in this chapter.

The Law of Sneakers, Part 1
Chapters 7 and 8 are a two-part extravaganza
(it’s lit!), where we teach you all you need to know
about the law of sneakers. In Part One, we explain the most important areas of law that shape
the sneaker business and some major litigation
and disputes related to them. After reading this
chapter, you should be ready to argue your first
sneaker case!

4
8

Manufacturing & Distribution
We then turn to manufacturing, including the essential components of sneakers, and how and where
you can make and mass produce them. We also
discuss the various channels of distribution and
how sneakers make their way to consumers. After
this chapter, you will have a full understanding of
how sneakers go from factory to foot.

The Law of Sneakers, Part 2
Here, we dive into the art of the sneaker deal.
Whether you are a designer looking to protect
your next big sneaker idea, a brand that wants to
ensure that it is legally protected, or an aspiring
sneaker lawyer, chapter 8 has something for you.
We will cover all aspects of intellectual property
and other sneaker-related laws so that you can
navigate through the sneaker industry with some
serious legal skills.

Reselling & Counterfeits
Finally, we close out the book with an in-depth
look at the secondary sneaker market, including
the $2 billion sneaker reselling industry and the
$450 billion counterfeit industry. Our book would
not be complete without explaining how to flip
sneakers and avoid fakes.The information in this
chapter alone justifies your investment in Sneaker
Law—one flip could cover the cost!
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What You Wont Get Out of This Book
(A Disclaimer):

Although it is important to understand what this book is about,
it is equally important to understand what it is not about.
Sneaker Law is not a compendium of every sneaker ever made.
Nothing makes us happier than talking about our favorite
sneakers, and this book certainly explores the history of sneakers and major sneaker brands, but Sneaker Law is more about
the business behind the sneakers than sneakers themselves. So
please, do not be offended if we left out your favorite Jordan,
the latest celebrity collaboration, or if we failed to mention an
indie sneaker brand that’s poised to be the next adidas or New
Balance.There are plenty of other amazing sneaker books out
there that cover these things.
Last, and most importantly, this book is also not a substitute
for legal advice. We will address many areas of law that surround and impact the business of sneakers, but in no way is
this book intended to take the place of competent legal counsel.
For example, we have a whole section on how to file your own
trademark and another on how to negotiate a licensing deal,
but it is always advisable to consult an attorney, especially on
complex matters that could drastically affect your career in
sneakers.

Now that we’ve gotten that out of the way, let’s
get into SNEAKER LAW!
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